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Background:

An increasing proportion of ischaemic strokes

are classified as embolic stroke of undermined

source (ESUS). It is established that

approximately a third of ESUS are due to

paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (AF). The diagnosis

of AF can be straightforward but often requires

invasive and costly cardiac monitoring.

We have previously reviewed established risk-

predictors of atrial fibrillation, based on an

amalgam of variables such as age, sex and

cardiovascular risk factors. Since development

of the concept of ESUS in 2014, there have been

additional and new developments in identifying

singular novel predictors.

Aim:

We sought to identify and summarise novel

predictors of atrial fibrillation to inform the

development of a new clinical tool to assess the

risk and perhaps predict atrial fibrillation

following ESUS.

Methods:

A systematic review of the literature was

performed to identify studies that examined

singular predictors of atrial fibrillation published

from 2014 onwards.

Results:

A total of 29 articles were identified from more

than 130 that met our search criteria articles. The

novel predictors are summarised in Table 1.

NEW PREDICTORS OF ATRIAL FIBRILLATION IN ESUS:
A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

Conclusions:

Newly validated measurements based on

electrocardiogram and echocardiogram have

been identified to predict AF in stroke patients. In

addition we identified biomarkers of AF including

several intrinsic cardiac hormones. These new

potential markers of AF in stroke should be

combined with more traditional risk predictors to

develop a new tool to assess the individuals’ risk

of AF following ESUS. This would guide the need

for further cardiac monitoring and aid risk-

stratification of patients who might benefit from

the use of direct oral anticoagulants.

Mode Proposed Determinants
Electrocardiogram P-wave terminal force in lead V1

P-wave dispersion
Prolonged PR interval

Prolonged QTc
Atrial Premature Beats

Echocardiogram Global Longitudinal 
Displacement

Minimum  and Maximum left 
atrial volume / left ventricular 

length
Increased left atrial size

Minimum left atrial volume
Left atrial emptying fraction
Total atrial conduction time
Left atrial appendage end-

diastolic volume

Biomarkers Brain Natriuretic Peptide/ N-
terminal pro b-type natriuretic 

peptide
Atrial Natriuretic Peptide/MR-
pro-Atrial Natriuretic Peptide

Troponin-I & Troponin-T

Radiography Previous cortical or cerebellar 
infarction, particularly evidence 

of chronic territorial infarcts
Table 1: Summary of proposed determinants of atrial 
fibrillation in embolic stroke of undetermined source.


